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On behalf of the administration of
Urban Policy Unit (UPU) and your
fellow colleagues, we welcome
and congratulate all the new entrants on becoming a part of UPU
family.
We are proud to inform you all
that from a small unit consisting of
only 5 members in 2012, UPU has
now become a strong team with
over 60 employees. 26 new employees joined us in May and June
alone, ranging from senior specialists, specialists, managers, plan-

ners, economists, research analysts, research associates, research
assistants as well as internees.
We believe that each one of the
new staff member will contribute
directly to UPU growth and success and will take pride in being a
member of our team. We are hopeful that your experience here will
be challenging yet enjoyable and
rewarding. Thus, we wish you all
the luck and success for your future endeavours!

Looking Forward >>>

June’s Dunes


Professor Fazal Khaliq, Senior Specialist WATSAN will give a training and lectures on Water
Supply and Sanitation Services Peshawar (WSSP)
in the upcoming weeks. The primary objective of
this training is to “Protect the human health” and
for this purpose he is planning to look at the topic
from a holistic and practical approach rather than
theoretical. The focus of the discussions will be
based on water supply, sewerage and sewage treatment and solid waste management.



Mr. Syed Sajjad, Senior Transport Specialist will
also conduct a training session of the internal staff.
He believes that ICT should be amalgamated into
urban development process so that we can plan better using the latest technical tools available. Thus,
he would be introducing the AutoCAD Software to
the staff and hopes to familiarize them with the
basic commands initially. He will also be sharing
his expertise on transport planning and traffic engineering with the trainees.
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Mass Transit >>>

Rushing Bussing
To uplift the standard of transport
facilities of the cities of Khyber
Pukhtunkhwa (KP), the Government of KP has collaborated with
Asian Development Bank to initiate
Peshawar Mass Transit. Initially the
partners of the project have decided
to introduce a Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) rather than a Light Rail Transit (LRT). A 27 km long double
track highway will be constructed
from Nasir Pur GT Road to Hayatabad Karkhano market with 22 stateof-the-art bus stations and 81 air
conditioned buses. A pre-feasibility
study of the project has been com-

pleted and now the team is working make travelling comfortable for peon a full-fledged feasibility study of destrians, cyclists and commuters
the project. A number of surveys
using other modes of transport.
will be conducted like traffic and
Transport Specialist of Urban Policy
transport surveys, geo-technical sur- Unit declared it to be the current
veys, environmental and social im- “Mega Project” of Peshawar.
pact assessment etc based on which
models will be made for each corridor. Supporting infrastructure and
utilities that will facilitate the BRT
users, for example, bus stops, water
coolers, street lights, pedestrian
walkways, green belts etc will also
be kept in mind while the designs
for the mass transit project are
Mr. Zubair attending a meeting with CM Pervez Khattak on the
made. Such facilities will also
launch of Peshawar Mass Transit System on 12th May, 2014.

Presentations >>>

Urban-New Ways-ization Land Use Plans
prosperity namely; productivity, equity and social inclusion, quality of
life, infrastructure and environmental stability. This
web of ideas is the foundation on which any urbanization initiative is
based. The crux of the review was to revise and
On 5th June, 2014 a book reform the existing ways
review was given by staff of urbanization and to exmembers on a report by
plore different avenues for
UN- HABITAT titled
comprehensive yet inte“State of the World’s Cit- grated sustainable soluies 2012/2013”, followed tions for prosperity and
by a Q/A session. A team collective well being of
of five presenters; Mr.
the society.
Sami Ullah Khan, Ms.
Shandana Azizullah ,
Ms. Hina Wazir, Mr.
Syed Nasir Jamil and
Mr. Hamayun Hilal,
reiterated the five interlinked notions that are
closely knitted with

Failing to plan is planning to fail
Government of Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (KP) established a Project Management Unit (PMU), which
is now a part of Urban Policy Unit (UPU), to work
on macro level “Land Use Plans”. The five districts included in the project are Peshawar, Nowshera, Charsadda, Mardan and Swabi. District
study reports, draft land use plans and maps for the
above mentioned districts are prepared A series of
presentations followed by meetings and rounds of
discussions were held in the last few weeks to incorporate the inputs from different sectors of the
society. The proposals were circulated amongst the
Commissioners, Deputy
Commissioners, Additional Commissioners and
Secretaries of these districts to further deliberate
on the land use plans. One
of the specialists remarked
that “well integrated and
synchronized plans, laws
and institutions are key
components for urban development”.
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Transfiguration >>>

Urban Beautification Ventures

Conservation Achievement
Nazar Bagh, a prominent building when one
enters Peshawar, was once a significant and
well maintained locality which had deteriorated over the decades. Urban Policy Unit
along with Unicon is working on the project to
restore Nazar Bagh to its original form and to
bring back its lost glory.

Canal Manifesto
Our city Peshawar is blessed with five canals but
unfortunately these canals are neither maintained nor
clean. Urban Policy Unit and Unicon are also working together on the project of beautify canals in Peshawar. This extensive project includes cleaning the
canals, adding greenery and railings, making roads
and pedestrian walkways on both sides of the canals,
making bridges and crossings and putting up service
lines, drains and pipes along the canals.

Work on beautifying canals has started on three inner city canals namely, Joo-e-Sheikh canal, Kabul
River canal and Hazar Khwani canal. Warsak gravity canal and Warsak lift canal will also be beautified once work on the three inner city canals is completed.
Royal Road Trilogy

Cuisine: Our Culture, Our Pride
Namak
Mandi,
ask the
experts
>>> is a hub of cultural eateries

which excites everyone's culinary delights.
This spot is visited not only by the locals
rather it is a “must visit” eating spot on the
list of all the tourists visiting Peshawar. Plans
for restoration of Namak Mandi along with a
multi-storey parking plaza are being made to
facilitate the food-lovers to have a more enjoyable experience with their families and
friends. You do
not have to
worry about
your car while
enjoying lamb
roasts, BBQs,
chops and
whatnot!

The project to beautify the trilogy of roads; Secretariat Road,
Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Road and Police Line Road, encompassing Civil Secretariat Peshawar is completed. This
project involved construction of pedestrian friendly walkways, dedicated U– Turns, bus stops, redesigning security
check posts, expansion of roads, plantation and maintenance
of green belts and central median strips etc. Work has already started on beautifying other roads like Grand-Trunk
Road to Jamrud Road, Ring Road and Cantonment Roads.
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Project Updates >>>

DEMOCRATIC ROADS
Pedestrian Precincts and Parking Plaza; this project will give pedestrians and transport users equitable rights over the roads.

A contemporary and interesting concept of road democracy states that
every citizen including the pedestrians have rights which must be
granted on equity basis. The Government of Khyber Pukhtunkhwa
(KP) is committed to facilitate the
lives of the inhabitants of the province to the maximum. Peshawar, the
capital city of KP, is facing various
environmental problems among

which is the mix pedestrians and vehicular traffic with inadequate car
parking facilities resulting into unmanageable congestions and literally
no relief for the people on foot.
To overcome the hustling problem,
the Government of KP through Urban Policy Unit (UPU) is working
on various pedestrian projects with
the financial assistance of USAID
Municipal Services Program. A detailed design of pedestrian precincts
for Saddar Bazar and Chowk Yadgar
to Khyber Bazar and Dabgari Garden has been made. It has identified
areas where vehicular traffic will be
restricted and pedestrian movement

will be facilitated. People will be
able to park their cars or walk or cycle along the pedestrian corridors.
Alternative arrangements for the elderly and children’s movement along
the corridors will also be explored.
In a nutshell, the Government of KP
is leaving no stone unturned to contribute to the urbanization of Peshawar in its absolute term.

U R BA N P O L I C Y U N I T
P & D Department, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

Transforming cities into engines of growth and nice places to live
The main objective of Urban Policy Unit (UPU) is to work in an integrated manner
towards improving urban planning and governance in Khyber Pukhtunkhwa (KP).
The Unit will formulate economic regeneration and growth strategies for urban
clusters and urban regions, maintain urban data and GIS, and is tasked to generate
research and disseminate innovations in the urban sector.
VISION:
Urban Centers of KP are engines of social, economic and cultural growth, providing
improved standards of living for its citizens, and are globally competitive.
MISSION:
Our mission is to make UPU a demand responsive unit, catalyzing and supporting
formulation of sector policies, institutional reforms, and capacity development in
line departments, to manage urbanization; with improved accountability mechanisms.

30– A Syed Jamal-ud-Din
Afghani Road,
University Town,
Peshawar.

Phone: 091-9216731,
9216696
Fax: 091-5703353

www.urbanpolicyunit.gkp.pk

MANDATE:
 Propose and assist in formulation of Urban Planning and Policy framework.
 Lead inter departmental, inter provincial and inter cities coordination for synergies and integration.
 Coordinate with donors on urban matters.
 Capacity building and technical support to line departments in managing urban affairs and institutional reforms.
 Formulate economic regeneration and growth strategies for urban clusters and urban regions.
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